The economic renaissance of Germany began in the mid-nineteenth century, specifically in the year 1848, with the emergence of industry in the east of the country and the creation of a railroad linking the east of the country with its west, and the state and industrial investors at that time adopting a savings approach at the expense of consumption, and thus the emergence of surplus savings and capital accumulation (the basis of economic growth). This helped the German industry to recover locally to cover the need of the local market without resorting to import, that is, self-reliance in providing life requirements.

And the Germans continued this approach, especially for capitalists and industrialists, until they reached a degree with which the local market became unable to absorb the huge amount of industrial production surplus, then they headed towards the global market because the local market was in a state of sufficiency and this production exported abroad was strongly echoed in The souls of different peoples of the world that have not yet known the industry, except for the United Kingdom since 1776, the United States since 1840, France 1845, Japan 1868, and the Scandinavian countries in 1910 all of that made German investors get more profits and thus their country was dependent on one of the most important traps. This applies to the taxes obtained from the owners of productive capital (a capitalist system) and will not continue after this case until Germany has reached a real economic risk represented by the diminishing of the initially limited raw materials it has, as we know that Germany lacks natural resources such as oil and gas and others, but despite this it seemed this The country since more than 80 years since the emergence of the industrial revolution in the United Kingdom and the emergence of the writings of the eminent economist (Adam Smith) in the year 1776 and his famous book (The Wealth of Nations), with an industrial revolution that surpassed itself first, and the cradle of the industrial revolution (United Kingdom) second and tens of years Which introduced it in AD
A fierce bankruptcy with its French and English opponents after that, in pursuit of the sources of the raw materials needed to ensure the continued rotation of the industrial wheel

so I headed towards searching for the sources of raw materials to find them in Africa, Asia and the Arab Gulf in particular, for this the Berlin railway established Basra and not Berlin Baghdad as it is known because it reaches Basra and from it the Germans sought to reach the oil-rich Persian Gulf, but they collided with those who were before them and those who faced the same difficulties they faced, which is the lack of raw materials and they are allies after long wars between them, such as the Hundred Years' War (1337 - 1453) and others, (England and France), as they tried A removal of the Germans from this region, which is an important source of energy in the past and in the present, therefore the French in particular thought in a way to remove the Germans who overtook them and the English (economically), therefore the French sought to protect their interests even if it was necessary to prevent the Germans from accessing the sources of raw materials, which happened with the help of its ally England And its Commonwealth countries belonging to the crown of its empire, and certainly behind its ally (the United States), taking advantage of what was done by a Serbian-born soldier known as (Garfile Principe), who was expelled from the army of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire, which is allied to Germany. Response to those who refused to accept him in the army, who killed the Austrian crown prince Archduke (Franz Ferdinand) and his wife (Sophie) Duchess of Hunbyberg when they roamed in Sarajevo with a car exposed on 6/26/1914, which pushed the Austrian Empire as a natural reaction to the restrictions on the Serbs in its territories Which sparked the Serbs in Yugoslavia and then continued the war of words between the two parties until it reached the point that the Austro-Hungarian Empire declared war on Serbia a month after the incident of the death of its crown prince, that is, on 7/27/1914 and this date is considered the spark of the start of the First World War, which pushed the Soviets Or Tsarist Russia in that Alu This led to the declaration of war on the Austro-Hungarian Empire, as Tsarist Russia considered itself a protector and defender of the (Slavs), including the Serbs, and as a result of this, Germany declared by its Emperor (William II) the war against Tsarist Russia under the pretext that the Austro-Hungarian Empire is part of the Prussian Empire or what is currently known In Germany (although it lost many of its lands from what was previously the days of the Prussian Empire), meaning that the Austro-Hungarian Empire enjoyed very strong social and political relations with Prussia (today's Germany).

This was followed by France's declaration of war on Prussia on the pretext that it had signed a close cooperation treaty with Tsarist Russia to drag France from its ally England and America, which entered the war in 1917.
And before that Italy, which was searching for a part of the lands of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the result of this war was clear by the predominance of the strongest and most numerous party, France and its allies, which did not stop at the point of victory in their war against Germany and the imposition of compensation for it, even though it did not trigger this war, but it reached the point End the rule of emperors in it and deduct a large part of its lands, such as Poland, which faded in the eighteenth century and was annexed to Prussia and the two border provinces (Alsace and Lorraine) to France and the destruction of the German war machine and allowing it only a hundred thousand soldiers and other humiliating and cruel conditions aiming to drive away the Germans from the shores of countries whose lands are abundant with raw materials. France also created a line at that time known as the (Magnet) line in relation to the French Minister of War at that time (Friedrich Magnot) in order to stabilize the borders between the two countries by France.

All of this, of course, to prevent Germany from rising again to return to its former era before this war as a competitor to France and England economically.

Despite everything that happened to Germany as a result of this war, and despite the compensation imposed by the Allied countries at that time, which was opposed by the distinguished Scottish economist Lord (John Maynard Keynes), the author of the theory of effective demand saved to the capitalist world during the days of the Great Depression (1929 - 1936), he even left the hall that She embraced the meeting that was held to discuss the conditions imposed on Germany on the pretext of destroying the economy of Germany, but the German forearms refrained from returning to creativity again until it reached their children’s concerns to the point that Germany in the thirties of the last century was the center of the first cultural radiation in the world, to come after The Second World War, which left (50) million dead on both sides, along with the devastation and devastation it left for Germany and ended with dividing it into the eastern and western parts, and this situation lasted for (45) years, after which our European Aryan Mard came back to rise stronger and brighter than before and to occupy his prestigious industries In comparison with the rest of the industries, and even to be proud of our goods written on it (Made in Germany), it is not strange for this wonderful country to occupy the third position after the United States and the Chinese Dragon in the ranking of countries in terms of economic terms, despite not having any material resources that qualify it to occupy this rank ranked Economically Meh but has more important than material wealth which is the human wealth that the best Germans are exploited and thus do good to themselves and their country .

From my point of view, I say that he deserves the first place for not possessing the human and natural resources that the United States possesses, financially and humanly, that Germany has, even that the latter imports millions of dollars from Germany, especially industrial products.

You see, how did this giant rise from the rubble of war, its ravages, partition and its consequences ??

Certainly, the will and determination were present with this people, whose economy and development developed with the means available to it until it reached what it is today.
So greet him to the people who reached the summit economically from scratch. In this field, I cannot help but point out the need to benefit from this pioneering experience globally, as I am pleased to communicate a message to my article, saying that (I make the determination, management and work with you to stop at a certain point. I always strive to develop yourself and not make any circumstance of life stand in the way of achieving On the contrary, be stronger and stronger than all circumstances, and remember that those above us who ask him will answer us, so we can rely on him first and work) .. It was done with his help and praise be exalted.
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